
SOLIDARITY MARCH 1st ABREPASO ( REGISTRATION € 1 ) 

INFORMATION 

- Sunday, November 3, 2013 

- Location: Hondon de los Frailes 

- There will be the " I Abrepaso Solidarity March " is organized by the group Abrepaso 

walker , with the cooperation of the City of Hondon de los Frailes , we recommend a 

good physical to compete or just enjoy this wonderful setting. 

- 10,000 meters away. 

- 225 meters of altitude . 

- Departure at 9:30 . 

- There will be a liquid refreshment point at mile 4 and in goal. 

- Lunch included at the end of the test. 

- Prize draw among the participants at the end of the test with the number of dorsal . 

- 200 entries max . 

Comments 

• The organization shall make available to the participant's ambulance service. 

• The organization will not be responsible at any time for any damages they may suffer 

or cause the participants in the course of the test. 

 

REGULATION 

- The inscriptions are from today until October 28th by email to the address 

abrepasoelx@hotmail.com 

- On 5, 12,19 and October 26 in the town hall square of Hondon de los Frailes of 10:00 

to 12:00 . 

- The numbers will be given on presentation of proof of identity, on Saturday February 

from 10:00 to 12:00 and 17:00 to 19:00 in the town square of Hondon de los Frailes 

and the day of the test from 8:00 until 9:00 . A withdrawal will have to hand back 1 € 

and 2 kilos of nonperishable food to donate to the group ABREPASO CARITAS . 

- It is the duty of each participant to carry with it any debris generated : packaging , 

paper , organic waste, etc. . , To the places indicated and authorized by the 

organization 

- The characteristics of the test and depending on the meteorological conditions 

expected for the day, the organization reserves the right to change part or all of the 

route, and even abandoning the race , in order to ensure safety at all times of the 

participants. 

- The organization is not responsible for any mental or physical harm that may result to 

the participants. 

- All participants, by registering, declare to know and accept these rules . 

- Any claims and not established in this regulation is at the discretion of the 

organization. 

 

- REGISTRATION: 

 Entries can be made from the September 23 to October 28 by email to the address 

abrepasoelx@hotmail.com 

On 5, 12,19 and October 26 in the town hall square of Hondon de los Frailes of 10:00 

to 12:00 . 

- Follow the steps below to register by email: 

1. Send an e - mail to abrepasoelx@hotmail.com 



Two . Indicates Subject: Solidarity March 2013 Hondon de los Frailes 

Three . Write your full name and address . 

April . Enter your Date of Birth and ID . 

May . Contact telephone . 

June . You will receive a confirmation email . 

• According to the promotional interest " I Abrepaso Solidarity March " enrollees 

indefinitely cede the organization the right to reproduce the name, its image and the 

classification obtained from the test, in any media ( internet , print, radio or TV) . 

• Any participant by registering, declares to have read and accepted these rules. 


